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ABSTRACT 

 

Currently, the virtual reality market is receiving global attention, and VR animation 

entertainment content is attracting attention as a new content market. In this study, we 

successfully develop these kinds of VR animations by focusing on interactions, the largest 

feature of virtual reality content, and we present a novel interaction method for virtual reality 

animations. We created ".FLY," a virtual reality movie, using wearable technology, and 

designed augmented context interactions to verify the emotional empathy and emotional 

immersion effect of the active story-based interactions experienced by the user in a virtual 

reality environment. The wearable bands used in the interactions were trained through 

programming, starting at the movie development stage. The audience viewed the interactive 

virtual reality movie and actively interacted through gesture interactions using the wearable 

bands.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Currently, as the world heads toward a fourth industrial revolution, there is considerable interest 

in the field of virtual reality. Virtual reality technology began in 1940 with flight simulators and 

has been continuously studied since then. In recent years, as wearable virtual reality devices such 

as HMDs (Head Mounted Displays) have been commercialized owing to advances in related 

hardware and software, virtual reality is garnering attention as the content platform of the future. 

However, the virtual reality market, which was expected to grow rapidly, has actually 

experienced faltering growth. This is because companies have not yet been able to establish a 

virtual reality ecosystem capable of expanding the virtual reality market due to the imbalances of 

a market developed with a focus on only hardware and related technology. In particular, the lack 

of content for a rapidly growing market centered on virtual reality devices is emerging as a 

problem in the virtual reality market. Because of this, the world is attempting all possible to 

dominate  the  virtual  reality  content  market. In particular, games, which are rapidly converging  
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with the virtual reality content market, are already expanding the market through specialized 

game distribution platforms such as Steam, and high-quality virtual reality games are being 

released. In addition, virtual reality movies are being actively developed and introduced at 

international conferences, movie festivals, and in Hollywood, including at SIGGRAPH, the 

Sundance Film Festival, and the Cannes Film Festival. In 2017 Google's "Pearl" became the first 

VR animation to be nominated for an Academy Award [1], and Penrose Studios' "Arden's Wake" 

was awarded Best VR Film at the 74th Venice Film Festival [2], showing the full potential of VR 

animation. 

 

VR animation makes users emerge in a virtual space due to a combination of factors such as 

physical and task environment [3]. Physical environment produces a state of immersion and the 

task environment produces a state of involvement [4]. These environments can consist of 

combined hardware platform, software systems and interactive scenarios. There have been some 

researches about affective and cognitive elements, or endogenous factors, that contribute to an 

immersive experience and there is much emerging support within the literature for a relationship 

between presence and immersive experiences [5] [6] [7]. Researchers have also looked at a sense 

of flow, or deep involvement, with a virtual environment and immersion [8] [9] [10].  

 

With the development of sensor technology, content that utilizes the motion of two hands or the 

whole body in real-time interaction with HMDs(Head Mounted Display) [11] while using 

wearable technology have recently appeared, yet it is difficult to find a case that utilizes real-time 

interaction in animation films. Therefore, this study proposes augmented context interaction using 

a wearable band in VR animation films based on interactive narratives. This study is concerned 

with the creation of immersive VR animations, and it analyzes the difference in storytelling 

between existing traditional movies and virtual reality movies with a focus on augmented context 

interaction. We aim to study the emotional effects of augmented context interaction in virtual 

reality movies that use wearable technology. 

 

2. RESEARCH SCOPE AND METHODS 
 
Virtual reality is a technology in which the users can have real-time interaction in a virtual space 

created by computer systems. It is a convergent technology that allows users to feel immersed in 

this virtual space through the five senses of the human body and that provides a feeling of 

presence as if the user actually existed in that space [12]. There are a variety of types of virtual 

reality content including CAVE type, desktop type, and third person type, but in this study we 

focus on wearable display HMD-based virtual reality movies, which are the most appropriate for 

personal media and growing at the fastest speed [13].  

 

Virtual reality games targeted at existing game users are quickly becoming plentiful among 

HMD-based game content. However, movies, which are one of the most popular forms of 

entertainment, have not been able to form a virtual reality movie market as quickly as games. 

This is partly because HMD devices are associated with several problems such as cost and motion 

sickness from the cognitive dissonance caused by resolution and lag speed; however, the most 

important reason why audiences do not seek virtual reality movies is the lack of compelling 

content. Because the characteristics of virtual reality movies differ from those of existing movies, 

there is a need for movie storytelling based on deep research into these characteristics. In this 

study, we aim to analyze these virtual reality movie characteristics and propose an augmented 

context interaction method that uses wearable technology suited to these characteristics. In 
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addition, we perform experiments to verify the effect of the audience's emotional reaction on 

gesture interactions. 

 

3. CURRENT VR FILM TECHNIQUE 

 

3.1. Virtual Reality Movies and Presence 
 
As with traditional 2D screen-based movies, virtual reality movies can largely be divided 

according to the methods by which they are made: live-action movies, graphics-based movies, 

and movies that were made by using a combination of these two methods. To date, research on 

these filmmaking methods made up most of the mainstream research on virtual reality movies, 

and research was not performed on methods of storytelling in virtual reality movies. This is 

because virtual reality movies are seen as a movie genre that is derived from the existing movie 

medium; thus, people have been unable to sense the need for a special grammar or type of 

storytelling that belongs only to virtual reality movies. However, when virtual reality movies 

borrow this kind of traditional movie storytelling style as-is it is difficult to properly show 

audiences the advantages held solely by virtual reality movies. Virtual reality movies that are 

produced with the same camera perspectives, etc. as the linear narratives of traditional movies can 

be called incomplete forms of virtual reality content that only add 360° imagery to traditional 

movies. However, we need a movie experience that is fundamentally different from existing 

traditional movies to enable audiences to feel the attraction of true virtual reality movies. 

 

The ultimate goal of virtual reality is to allow the user to experience telepresence. Originally 

presence meant the sense of being within a certain environment, while telepresence can be called 

the experience of existing within a certain environment through a communications medium i.e., 

the mediated perception of an environment [14]. Feeling total presence through virtual reality 

movies is not possible simply through offering the point of view of an observer who turns their 

head around in a 360° space and sees a virtual space. That is, in order for the audience to feel this 

kind of presence in a virtual reality movie, we require communication beyond the passive 

communication of simply turning one's head. In short, we need mental and physical interactions 

between the audience and the medium called film. To do this, this paper proposes classifying this 

kind of communication as augmented context interaction. 

 

3.2 Related Work 
 

 
Figure 1: User interacting with an                              Figure 2: Scene from the VR Film 'Draw Me Close' 

actor in the VR Film 'Draw Me Close' 
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In the spring of 2017, "Draw Me Close" [15] debuted at the Tribeca Film Festival, and it can be 

considered a typical example of active communication between an audience and a virtual reality 

movie (Fig. 1). The audience, equipped with an HMD and hand sensors, experiences 5-year-old 

Jordan's memories of his mother who passed away from cancer. People in the audience are 

equipped with an HMD and a motion capture system and experience something beyond direct 

participation in the space and time of the movie. The virtual space experienced through the HMD 

is shown in Fig.2, where we see Jordan's room and his mother expressed through line animation. 

In the virtual reality space, Jordan is lying down, and his mother pats him and hugs him as she 

puts him to sleep. There is active bodily interaction with the audience. Through this kind of 

embodied interaction, the audience feels immersion toward Jordan in the virtual space, and 

emotional storytelling takes place. However, in order to have this experience, the audience and 

the actors all have to wear special equipment to be motion captured, and there are problems with 

animation frame delays, etc. in the process of creating the real-time animation through the motion 

capture system. Moreover, a computer system with high specifications is needed to connect to the 

Vive HMD, and building the movie system is complicated. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Scene from VR Animation "Tree" 

Active interaction in this kind of virtual reality animation can also be experienced in "Tree" [16], 

which debuted at the 2017 Sundance Film Festival and can be seen in Fig. 3. In this movie, 

members of the audience wear an Oculus Rift HMD and hold MIT-developed EMS (Electronic 

Muscle Stimulation) sensors in both hands and experience becoming a tree in the tropical rain 

forest. By bodily experiencing the whole cyclical process of the tree being born, growing up, and 

returning to the dirt, the audience has the mysterious experience of becoming part of nature. 

However, this movie does not provide the audience with emotional interactions that go beyond 

the intuitive experience of having the movement of their hands become the branches of the tree. 

 

Conversely, due to the current limitations of technology, the disadvantages of such hand gesture 

inputs are: first, lack of comfort; second, every gesture can be interpreted by the system, whether 

or not it is intended, so the system must have well-defined means to detect the intention of the 

gesture; and finally, segmentation of hand gestures. In order to solve these, this study proposes 

augmented context interaction, which is suitable for VR animation stories experienced through 

wearable bands which the audience can easily put on. Through augmented context interaction, 

members of the audience, who easily put on the wearable bands without any special equipment 

and are in a free-hand state, can experience emotions and sympathy with the characters in a VR 

environment. 
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4. VIRTUAL REALITY A
 

4.1. Interactive VR Animation

 

Figure 4: Interactive VR Animation “.FLY”

In order to verify the emotional effects of these kinds of active communication in virtual spaces, 

this study created an interactive VR animation named ".FLY" [17]. ".FLY" is a virtual reality 

movie in which the audience interacts directly through gesture 

content interaction, and it was shown by invitation in the Busan Film Festival's VR Theater in 

October 2017. Each member of the audience wore an HMD that incorporates a smartphone and 

wearable bands on the wrists that can recog

movie. From a first person's view, the audience can either refuse the girl's hand as she asks for 

help or they can take her hand. In addition, they can console the girl when she collapses by 

patting her. Emotional storytelling occurs through these three different active bodily interactions. 

 

4.2. Gesture Recognition Via Wearable Band
 
In order to recognize this kind of audience interaction in real

wearable bands that can be placed on people's wrists. According to the definition of the MIT 

Media Lab, a wearable device refers to anything that is attache

can perform computing actions, including applications capable of performing some computing 

functions [18]. By placing wearable bands on the audience's wrists, we could immediately and 

naturally gather the movements made by t

 

In order to recognize the audience's interactions as the movie plays in this way, we required the 

audience to put on wearable bands equipped with IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) and watch the 

movie. IMU increases user convenience by combining a gyro and an accelerometer, and it 

contributes notably to raising the reliability and efficiency of the system [19]. Equipping the hand 

with a 6 degree-of-freedom sensor, we can map its position onto the position of a virtual h

an immersive world and create the illusion that users can touch and grasp the girl in the VR 

animation using their own hands [20]. This allows 

immersive environment.  
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4.1. Interactive VR Animation 

 
Figure 4: Interactive VR Animation “.FLY” 

 

In order to verify the emotional effects of these kinds of active communication in virtual spaces, 

this study created an interactive VR animation named ".FLY" [17]. ".FLY" is a virtual reality 

movie in which the audience interacts directly through gesture interactions using augmented 

content interaction, and it was shown by invitation in the Busan Film Festival's VR Theater in 

October 2017. Each member of the audience wore an HMD that incorporates a smartphone and 

wearable bands on the wrists that can recognize gestures to encounter a young girl within the 

movie. From a first person's view, the audience can either refuse the girl's hand as she asks for 

help or they can take her hand. In addition, they can console the girl when she collapses by 

motional storytelling occurs through these three different active bodily interactions. 

4.2. Gesture Recognition Via Wearable Band 

In order to recognize this kind of audience interaction in real-time as the movie plays, we created 

wearable bands that can be placed on people's wrists. According to the definition of the MIT 

Media Lab, a wearable device refers to anything that is attached to the body or worn and which 

can perform computing actions, including applications capable of performing some computing 

functions [18]. By placing wearable bands on the audience's wrists, we could immediately and 

naturally gather the movements made by their wrists as they watched the movie.  

In order to recognize the audience's interactions as the movie plays in this way, we required the 

audience to put on wearable bands equipped with IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) and watch the 

er convenience by combining a gyro and an accelerometer, and it 

contributes notably to raising the reliability and efficiency of the system [19]. Equipping the hand 

freedom sensor, we can map its position onto the position of a virtual h

an immersive world and create the illusion that users can touch and grasp the girl in the VR 

animation using their own hands [20]. This allows users to interact naturally and intuitive
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In order to verify the emotional effects of these kinds of active communication in virtual spaces, 

this study created an interactive VR animation named ".FLY" [17]. ".FLY" is a virtual reality 

interactions using augmented 

content interaction, and it was shown by invitation in the Busan Film Festival's VR Theater in 

October 2017. Each member of the audience wore an HMD that incorporates a smartphone and 

nize gestures to encounter a young girl within the 

movie. From a first person's view, the audience can either refuse the girl's hand as she asks for 

help or they can take her hand. In addition, they can console the girl when she collapses by 

motional storytelling occurs through these three different active bodily interactions.  

time as the movie plays, we created 

wearable bands that can be placed on people's wrists. According to the definition of the MIT 

d to the body or worn and which 

can perform computing actions, including applications capable of performing some computing 

functions [18]. By placing wearable bands on the audience's wrists, we could immediately and 

In order to recognize the audience's interactions as the movie plays in this way, we required the 

audience to put on wearable bands equipped with IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) and watch the 

er convenience by combining a gyro and an accelerometer, and it 

contributes notably to raising the reliability and efficiency of the system [19]. Equipping the hand 

freedom sensor, we can map its position onto the position of a virtual hand in 

an immersive world and create the illusion that users can touch and grasp the girl in the VR 

and intuitively in the 
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In order to provide gesture interactions to the audience in real-time as they watch the movie, it is 

necessary to follow a process of designing gesture interactions that are appropriate for the story 

and recognizing the designed interactions during the planning stage of the movie. To do this, we 

first gathered acceleration and gyroscope sensor data from the bands worn on the wrists, as in Fig. 

5. Afterward, we selected features from the collected sensor data from which to distinguish 

actions. For example, distinguishing two kinds of actions requires us to calculate the speed, 

continuous motion values, etc. of the action as features. Subsequently, we implemented a 

methodology for distinguishing actions from the corresponding features through programming.  

 

We implemented a rule-based gesture recognition system. Our interaction system design has the 

simplest form to minimize a computation burden. Accelerometer and gyroscope sensor are used 

in this system. First, we extract features as following, x, y, z, magnitude, minV, maxV. First three 

features, x, y, and z, are raw data from the sensor. Magnitude is defined as ��� + ��+��. Lastly, 

mixV and maxV are computed with each axis of sensor data. It is defined as ��	
 =
���	,��	�,��	�� ,  ���
 = ����,����,�����  and  ��	 = min���	, ���.� is time 

and rest features are equivalently computed as minX. However, minV and maxV are initialized to 

0 when the user attempts to start gesture interaction to avoid unintentional gesture. Features are 

computed with each sensor separately which generates 12 features. Every gesture can be divided 

into two steps First it waits until magnitude value exceeds threshold to recognize whether user 

has intention to make a gesture. Then it performs the actual recognition process. Recognizing 

holding a hand gesture exploits x, y, z values of accelerometer. It is watched if user holds the pre-

defined angle for 3 seconds. Stroking hair exploits minV and maxV values of accelerometer and 

gyroscope. Thresholds of minimum and maximum are used to filter when the user tries to transit 

hand movement direction. Refusing a hand gesture can be thought of as a sequence of actions 

followed by holding and withdrawing a hand. 

 

 
Figure 5: Process of gesture recognition 

 

4.3. Augmented Context Interaction 

Along with the recent growth of virtual reality content, continuing research has been focused on 

the interaction between users and content in order to provide the user with experiences optimized 

for interactions with content. In this research, there is interest in the extent to which the user can 
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use the content in a natural way, and this is creating a turning point in the development of natural 

user interface (NUI) technology. In the most typical method of NUI, a voice is played, and 

currently this is used in many products and services. Along with voice, gestures are an often-used 

user interface. Gestures include not only the intentional actions a user undertakes to convey their 

meaning, but also the unconscious, meaningless actions that they make. 

 

In gesture recognition technology, sensors or equipment can be broadly divided into the contact 

type, in which data are acquired as the user directly makes contact via their body, and the non-

contact type, in which data are acquired using long-distance and short-distance sensors. In this 

study we used the contact type of gesture recognition, which utilizes wearable technology worn 

on the user's wrists. This is because this equipment is very well suited to virtual reality 

environments because it can detect detailed gestures by simply being worn, without any separate 

camera equipment or limits on the user's area of activity or space. 

 

When designing the interactions for this virtual reality movie, we used a concept known as 

augmented context interaction to move the audience's hearts and naturally induce interactions 

from the audience. This means augmenting the context information contained in the story, 

characters, or scenarios of the movie for an interaction given to the audience within the movie 

such that the interaction can be performed without resistance. That is, augmented context 

interaction is provided such that interactions can be performed naturally such as when the 

audience naturally reaches out as the girl, who is in danger, reaches out and asks for help or when 

they stroke her hair after she collapses on the cold street. 

 

The first definition of context-aware applications, provided by Schilit and Theimer [21], ranged 

from applications that are simply informed about context to applications that adapt themselves to 

context. Context-awareness has been described in various research efforts with the following 

language: adaptive [22], reactive [23], responsive [24], situated [25], context-sensitive [26], and 

environment directed [27]. Previous research also described context-aware computing in two 

main ways: using context and adapting to context. In this study we used adapting to context and 

proposed gesture interactions suitable to scenarios in which there is interaction with the story and 

characters of the animation. This enables the audience to have augmented bodily interactions with 

characters that were limited in the virtual reality animation environment. Even though these 

interactions are not felt directly through the skin as in the real world, the act of stroking the 

character in the virtual space with one's own hand or holding her hand is directly experienced; 

thus, it is possible to allow the audience to feel more immersion and emotional storytelling. 

 

Performing this kind of augmented context interaction design requires us to make it possible for 

the audience to naturally recognize what kind of gestures they must perform based on their past 

experiences. Ulmer and Ishii call this "Expressive Representation (ER)," which is when the user 

already reads and interprets the circumstances during the interaction and devises behaviors and 

modifications [28]. That is, the audience understands and analyzes the situation within the movie 

through this kind of active interaction, enabling meaning to be created by each user. 

 

Along with this, the movie introduces the audiences to virtual reality, makes a life exist within the 

movie, and causes direct bodily interactions. This is because the VR environment is the optimal 

environment for tracking the audience's potential movements, and it can provide richer 

interactions than other media [29]. According to previous research, the user has a deeper 

immersion effect toward content when performing bodily interactions in a virtual space than 

when viewing video images [30]. This means that if suitable bodily interactions are used in 
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harmony with the story in a virtual reality movie as in the examples above, the audience's 

emotional immersion is raised, and a greater degree of immersion occurs

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Girl reaching out

Along with this, the movie introduces the audiences to virtual reality, makes a life exist within the 

movie, and causes direct bodily interactions. This is because the VR environment is the optimal 

environment for tracking the audience's pot

interactions than other media [29]. According to previous research, the user has a deeper 

immersion effect toward content when performing bodily interactions in a virtual space than 

when viewing video images [30]

harmony with the story in a virtual reality movie as in the examples above, the audience's 

emotional immersion is raised, and a greater degree of immersion occurs.

 

5. RESULTS 
 

We conducted experiments to confirm that the active communication achieved through 

augmented context interaction caused emotional empathy by directly inviting the audience into 

the virtual reality space and providing an embodied experience. The users included 20 men an

women between the ages of 20 and 40. In the tests, the users were divided into two groups of 10 

people: user group A wore the wearable bands and had active interactions, and user group B 

watched the VR movie and did not have active interactions. After vi

users' emotional immersion and presence through a survey.

 

Question 1 measures the emotion of sympathy felt by the audience when experiencing empathy 

toward the story as they watched the movie and encountered the girl from the main

1st-person point of view. Through this question, we aimed to evaluate the audience's emotional 

empathy effect. Questions 2 evaluated whether the audience felt as though they existed within the 

virtual space and the degree of presence they felt

We used these questions with the aim of evaluating the immersion effect.

 

1) If you felt sympathy or pity toward the girl as you watched the movie, to what extent did 

you have these feelings? (5 is the highes

 

2) How much immersion did you feel toward the main character in the movie? (5 is the 

highest level of immersion)
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harmony with the story in a virtual reality movie as in the examples above, the audience's 

emotional immersion is raised, and a greater degree of immersion occurs. 

Figure 6: Girl reaching out to the viewer 

Along with this, the movie introduces the audiences to virtual reality, makes a life exist within the 

movie, and causes direct bodily interactions. This is because the VR environment is the optimal 

environment for tracking the audience's potential movements, and it can provide richer 

interactions than other media [29]. According to previous research, the user has a deeper 

immersion effect toward content when performing bodily interactions in a virtual space than 

when viewing video images [30]. This means that if suitable bodily interactions are used in 

harmony with the story in a virtual reality movie as in the examples above, the audience's 

emotional immersion is raised, and a greater degree of immersion occurs. 

experiments to confirm that the active communication achieved through 

augmented context interaction caused emotional empathy by directly inviting the audience into 

the virtual reality space and providing an embodied experience. The users included 20 men an

women between the ages of 20 and 40. In the tests, the users were divided into two groups of 10 

people: user group A wore the wearable bands and had active interactions, and user group B 

watched the VR movie and did not have active interactions. After viewings, we evaluated the 

users' emotional immersion and presence through a survey. 

Question 1 measures the emotion of sympathy felt by the audience when experiencing empathy 

toward the story as they watched the movie and encountered the girl from the main

person point of view. Through this question, we aimed to evaluate the audience's emotional 

empathy effect. Questions 2 evaluated whether the audience felt as though they existed within the 

virtual space and the degree of presence they felt interacting with the girl character in the movie. 

We used these questions with the aim of evaluating the immersion effect. 

If you felt sympathy or pity toward the girl as you watched the movie, to what extent did 

you have these feelings? (5 is the highest level of sympathy) 

How much immersion did you feel toward the main character in the movie? (5 is the 

highest level of immersion) 

harmony with the story in a virtual reality movie as in the examples above, the audience's 

Along with this, the movie introduces the audiences to virtual reality, makes a life exist within the 

movie, and causes direct bodily interactions. This is because the VR environment is the optimal 
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immersion effect toward content when performing bodily interactions in a virtual space than 

. This means that if suitable bodily interactions are used in 

harmony with the story in a virtual reality movie as in the examples above, the audience's 

experiments to confirm that the active communication achieved through 

augmented context interaction caused emotional empathy by directly inviting the audience into 

the virtual reality space and providing an embodied experience. The users included 20 men and 

women between the ages of 20 and 40. In the tests, the users were divided into two groups of 10 

people: user group A wore the wearable bands and had active interactions, and user group B 

ewings, we evaluated the 

Question 1 measures the emotion of sympathy felt by the audience when experiencing empathy 

toward the story as they watched the movie and encountered the girl from the main character's 

person point of view. Through this question, we aimed to evaluate the audience's emotional 

empathy effect. Questions 2 evaluated whether the audience felt as though they existed within the 

interacting with the girl character in the movie. 

If you felt sympathy or pity toward the girl as you watched the movie, to what extent did 

How much immersion did you feel toward the main character in the movie? (5 is the 
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Figure 7: Result for empathy 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Result for immersion 

 

Through the above survey we found that user group A, which wore the wearable bands and 

experienced active interaction, had more sympathetic emotions toward the girl in the movie at a 

score of 4.1 than user group B which did not experience gesture interactions and had a score of 

3.3. Furthermore, group A's immersion as the main character of the movie was higher at 3.8 than 

group B's, which was 2.7. It can be seen that the users of group A, who wore the wearable bands 

and directly performed gesture interactions according to the given situation in the virtual reality 

environment, felt considerable emotional empathy and a sense of immersion compared to when 

gesture interactions were not performed during viewing. This means that when the audience is 

immersed in a virtual reality environment and views a movie, if augmented context interaction is 

properly used in a way that is suitable for the story and scenarios of the movie, it can strengthen 

the immersion and emotional storytelling of the virtual reality content. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We described research aimed at developing a method for virtual reality animation storytelling that 

combines a form of active communication known as augmented context interactions with virtual 

reality animation. We provided audiences with augmented context interaction by using wearable 

bands to provide gesture interactions that are emotionally and bodily suitable for the story and 

scenarios of a virtual reality movie. We also conducted experiments to confirm that the active 
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communication achieved through augmented context interaction caused emotional empathy and 

immersion. 

 

For the next step, we will perform user tests to verify that the degree of emotional immersion in 

an audience experiencing augmented context interactions compare to passive traditional 

interactions. Also, in this study, we performed research on augmented context interaction in 

virtual reality movies, and we must perform a variety of research on stories and dramatic methods 

suitable for this kind of interaction. Many tasks remain in the research and development of 

technology and content related to virtual reality movies to enable this kind of virtual reality 

animation to take a place in the mainstream cultural content industry 
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